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INSIDE INFORMATION

Covid is loosening its hold on construction
Russell Gentner, KeyBank senior
vice president, was succinct in his
view of how the Covid-19 pandemic
has affected Western New York’s
economic-development landscape.
“It has only been six months, but
it seems like six years,” Gentner said.
Gentner was one of ﬁve panelists
participating in a Sept. 30 discussion
on the impact that Covid-19 has had on
the region’s economic-development
industry. He was joined by:
R Christian Campos, TM Montante
Development president
R Brandye Merriweather, Buﬀalo
Urban Development Corp. vice
president
R Kimberly Nason, Phillips Lytle
LLP partner
R Adam Walters, Phillips Lytle
partner, who moderated the
discussion, which was sponsored by
the law ﬁrm.
“Development is a key economic
indicator,” Walters said. “It played a
large part in the region’s renaissance.”
Like so many other industries,
development came to a standstill in
the spring when the pandemic hit.
“It has been a challenge to get
projects done,” Campos said.
Over the summer, TM Montante
undertook the transformation of
a medical office building at 1275
Delaware Ave. in Buﬀalo into a 33-unit
apartment building. The $13 million
project is part of Montante’s Lancaster
Square at Gates Circle development.
“Lenders and investors still want to
get deals done,” Campos said.
Slowly and cautiously, development
is coming back as some workers
return to their oﬃces. Many others
are predicted to return in early 2021.
“There’s been a lot of challenges,”
Merriweather said. “But there’s
also been a lot of opportunities for
innovation to see how creative we
really are.”
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Development
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Nason, who represents clients who
need land-use and planning expertise
at public review sessions, said WebEx
and Zoom meetings pose their own
set of challenges. Since early summer,
municipalities have resumed meetings, though most are held remotely. Courts which sometimes have an
eﬀect on a start date, remain delayed
or closed.
“Municipalities have figured it
out and are getting there,” Nason
said. “From a legal perspective, it is
important to stay on top of issues.
There’s a lot of new information and
rules coming out.”
Early in Covid, Gentner said, banks
were focused on helping clients
secure federal Paycheck Protection
Program funds. For example, KeyBank
dealt with more than 43,000 PPP
applications. Now, the focus is on
whether the loans can be forgiven.
“The whole (PPP) process up front
was a sprint,” Gentner said. “Now,
with forgiveness, it is more like a
marathon.”
So what does the immediate future
hold? All panelists agreed the answer
is more uncertainty.
“For a developer, Covid has created
and changed the risk proﬁle,” Campos
said.

But that doesn’t mean projects will
stop.
“There are still major players out
there who are committed to developing
in Buﬀalo,” Merriweather said.
“Buﬀalo is a very resilient place,”
Walters said. “We are all working our
way through this.”
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About this story: This report on the
region’s economic-development
industry is part of a continuing
series of conversations on business
topics moderated by Phillips Lytle
LLP attorneys.

Our passion to deliver means we’ll do whatever it takes to keep your complex
project progressing. That’s The Phillips Lytle Way. Our fully integrated Real Estate
Development Team combines the day-to-day “dirt work” of traditional real estate
development with specialties like the Brownﬁeld Cleanup Program, land use and
zoning, and PILOT Increment Financing. Our attorneys tailor their style to your time
frame, goals and risk tolerance — so you stay on track and in control. Talk to us
and learn why sophisticated developers keep building trust in Phillips Lytle.

Visit us at PhillipsLytle.com/RealEstateDevelopmentLaw
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Sponsored by:
This panel will discuss the state of the local real estate
market in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic and
its long- and short-term impacts on real estate
development. Join us to hear from industry leaders
on a broad range of topics:
• Deal development insights and pipeline
• Addressing the impact of telecommuting and
e commerce on office and retail space demand
• Creditworthiness/deal risk in the new reality
• What economic development will look like in 2021
and beyond
• Evolution of public meetings and the entitlement process

Register at:
bizjournals.
com/buffalo/
event/165427
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